
VIII.—NEW BOOKS.

[Thew Notes (by various hands) do not exclude Critical Notices later on.]

Francis Bacon: An Account of his Life and Works. By EDWIN A. ABBOTT,
D.D., Author of Bacon and Etaex and Editor of Bacon's Essayi;
formerly Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. London: Macmillan
& Co., 1885. Pp. xxxix., 508.

The author, who had previously done good work upon Bacon, has ended
\>y writing this considerable volume when he started with the design of
compressing all he had to say within the compass of a short " Literature
Primer". It is an independent account of Bacon's life, character and
works, and has features that give it no small interest and value. After an
Argumentative " Introduction " (pp. v.-xxix.), turning chiefly upon a dis-
puted incident in the Chancellors judicial career, it gives, first, a summary
of " Events in Bacon's Life and Times " (pp. xxxi.-ix.) which, besides being
otherwise useful, helps to fill in those parts of the following narrative that
are (as in the closing years) less adequate than they might be. The " Life "
fills 331 pp., and, if it does not give evidence of special familiarity with the
political history of the period which it covers, yet presents a view of
Bacon's action tliroughont tlwt is nlways well considered and often shows
L'ennine insight Especially notable is the final statement of the "pro-
blem" of Bacon's character, with the "solution"that his moral derelictions
(1) were justified in his own eyes "by the hope that if he rose to eminence
in the State he should have a larger command of industry and ability to
help him in his philosophic work" ; (2) did not appear such, because of
his high extimate of his own chai-octer, sustained not only by his "con-
sciousness of vast plans of universal philanthropy, but also by an liabitual
inaccuracy of mind combined with an unusually sanguine disposition,"
making him " alwavn take the most favourable views of everything that
concerned himself1*. Here, especially with his second point, Dr. Abbott
wurely transfixes the mark. Part ii., " Bacon's WorkSj" without pretending
ti> go very far into scientific or philosophic matters, is comprehensive and
instructive ; there is only, at p. 410, a somewhat uncalled-for outburst
ngainst that deeper kind of philosophical inquiry which is not therefore to
be made light of because Bacon had no aptitude for i t After some Ap-
pendices, more or less philosophic in character, the book ends with an
Index that is most happily redolent of Bacon at his best—as the master of
nil who write.

M. TvXLx Cieeronis Acadeniica. The Text revised and explained by JAMES
S. REID, M.L., Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Gonville and Caiufl
College, Cambridge ; University Lecturer in Roman History. Lon-
don : Macmillan & Co., 1885. Pp. x., 371.

Mr. Reid in putting forth this elaborate edition of Cicero's treatise
expresses the opinion that "there is no ancient philosopliical work which
ought to be of gi-enter interest to modem students of philosophy, and
jmrticiilarly to English students, than the Academica". The arguments
of the New Academy against dogmatism are, he contends, essen-
tially identical with the most important sceptical arguments of modern
times ; nnd the Stoic replv that the criterion of certitude is simply
nur conviction of the truth of our impressions is the only reply that it has
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ever been found possible to make to the sceptical position. He protests
against the excessive depreciation of Cicero as a_pliilosopher by recent
historians, explaining it by political partisanship. Cicero, he contends, was.
essentially not a politician but a man of letters. He was not an original
philosopher; but he had profound philosophical learning ; and in his
time no one sought for originality in philosophy. The question of Cicero'a
accuracy as a translator and interpreter of the Greeks does not seem to the
present editor to be settled ; but from his own studies he has formed a
very favourable opinion of i t ; •' confirmations of Cicero's accuracy," he says,
" often come to light in the most unexpected quarters". He argues that
the defects of bad arrangement, want of lucidity, &c, with which Cicero
lias been charged, may very well be due to his Greek originals ; probably
nothing but the framework of the dialogues, " the local scenery, the illus-
trations from Roman history and the connecting links" are of his own
invention. Mr. Reid's liistorical discussion of the pliilosophical schools of
the age of Cicero and his relations to each of them as well as to individual
teachers is very fulL

Workt of THOMAS HILL GREEN, late Fellow of Balliol College, and Whyte's
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Oxford. Edited
by R. L. NETTLESHIF, Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. Vol. I.
Philosophical Work*. London : Longmans, Green & Co., 1885. Pp.
xxvii., 641.

This edition will include all Green's printed works except the PivU-
gomena to Ethics (Oxford, 1883), and also a selection from his unpublished
papers. The promise, in another volume, of such new matter is hardly
more welcome than the collection, in the present one, of his two Intro-
ductions to Hume, with his later Articles on contemporary English
psychology, as represented by Lewes and Mi'. Spencer. It is well to have
the famous ' Introductions ' in accessible form, apart from Hume's works,
and it woidd very usefully lighten an otherwise excellent edition of Hume
if in future it should be issued without the ' Introductions' that made it «>
unwieldy. The later Articles, filling about a third of the present volume,
are five in number, including the one (v.) in which Green replied to Mr.
R. Hodgson's defence of Mr. Spencer, and one (iv.), on Lewes's doctrine of
the Social Medium, that has not been previously published, ljeing withheld,
at the time when it was written (1878), on account of Lewes's death. " In
reprinting, a few obvious corrections have been made in the text, and the
division into sections and marginal analysis, which the author had made
for the 'Introductions' to Hume, have been continued through the rest of the
volume," except in the case of Article v.

Tlie Logic of Definition: Explained and Applied. By WILLIAM L. DAVIDSON,
MA., Minister of Bourtie. London : Longmans, Green & Co., 1885.
Pp. xxiv., 353.

The author of this work lias endeavoured (1) to formulate and expound
the principles of Definition and (2) to apply them. The spheres of applica-
tion are mainly—the Dictionary, the School-book, Philosophical Voca-
bulary, Pliilosophical Questions, and Taxological Biology. He has kept
constantly in view the wants of the student of philosophy and of the
teacher, seeking also to Ix: helpful to Dictionary-compilers and writers of
educational manual*. An Appendix (pp. 319-30) gives some account of
Bogthins with an abstract of hi* Be Divuione. Some discussions now in-
corporated with the work luive appeared in piwt numbers of MIXD..
Critical Notice will follow.
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